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Upcoming Events
Horses, Humans and the Space Between - Friday,  July 23 - Sunday,  July 25th
A weekend of  healing for horses and humans guided by a trio of  talented teachers. See flyer on page 9.

Training for the Trail - Saturday,  July 31st
Trail riding is a wonderful way for you and your horse to enjoy each 
other's company, but without proper preparation it can quickly become 
an unpleasant experience. This course equips both horse and rider with 
the skills necessary to enjoy a safe and successful outing on the trail. 
Together, you will build your confidence and agility by navigating 
obstacles, riding various terrains, and encountering experiences 
common to the trail - all from the comfort and familiarity of  the 
MRHT ranch. Trail etiquette, equipment safety, and proper trailering 
guidelines will also be discussed. Prerequisites: Horsemanship 101:Earning 
Respect, Horsemanship 201: Building Rapport

Horsemanship 201: Building Rapport - Friday, August 6th - Sunday, August 8th
This course will take your relationship to the next level and solidify a respectful, willing, and connected 
partnership between you and your horse. You will learn how to use your knowledge of  the equine language to 
increase your horse's confidence and curiosity, empowering them to tackle advanced groundwork and more 
challenging obstacles. You will continue to hone your awareness of  intention and timing as you prepare to take 
these skills into the saddle. Safe grooming techniques and proper saddling will also be covered, as will the 
development of  a balanced and independent seat, which allows you to ride with consideration for your equine 
partner. Prerequisite: Horsemanship 101: Earning Respect

Riding Refinement: Jumping Clinic - Saturday, August 21st

Client Appreciation BBQ - Saturday, August 21st

LCHA Fall Clinic - Saturday, August 28th
Emily Johnson is one of  the clinicians at this years Larimer County 
Horseman’s Association Fall Clinic. She will be teaching a two part 
trailer loading series titled Trailer Loading: Preparation and Trailer 
Loading: Execution that is a must to attend for anyone wanting to take 
their trust with their horse to the next level! See flyer on page 10.

Horsemanship 101: Earning Respect - Friday, September 10th - 
Sunday, September 12th



Discover the Leader Within

Josh L. first ride on Cheyenne!

Cheyenne takes Josh P. on his first trail ride!

The Fun We’ve Had!

Morgan and Charlie living it up around the ranch.



Horsemanship 101 



July 4th Festivities

                     

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pwY7tpC-2T0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pwY7tpC-2T0


Reflections from the 

Cattle Control & Cowboy Work Clinic
by Teresa Lask

When the trailer pulled into Barnes Ranch for our two-day, horseback adventure I was full of both 
excitement and curiosity.  Excitement because I had been looking forward to this weekend for almost a 
year and curiosity about how my little mare, Wind, would handle cattle as she had previously only 
seen them from a distance.  In past encounters her reaction had been rather negative, but we had been 
working on her confidence in preparation for the clinic to where she could remain calm with a cluster 
of cows across the road.

The clinic began on Saturday morning in the indoor arena, which was a terrific blessing as the weather 
was alternating between rain and heavy mist.  When it was pelting rain on the metal roof, Jeff’s 
microphone was the only way to hear the introductions and instructions about the mornings work.  
Persnickety weather or not, it immediately became apparent that the tone for learning cattle work is 
both relaxed and calm - which helped to relax and calm my own anticipation about the weekend.  

Gerrie and Jeff created an atmosphere that was so supportive that I never felt overwhelmed. Wind was 
attentive and able to perform the foundation maneuvers we were learning in preparation for the 
afternoon cattle work.  “So far, so good,” I thought to myself. Little did I know of the challenges that 
were to come following lunch.

During the morning session the cows had been peering 
into the arena from behind a gate.  While they had 
caught Wind’s attention, they did not seem to cause her 
much concern with a metal gate separating them from 
her.

Upon our return from lunch the arena had been divided 
into halves, allowing us to work cattle in two groups, 
each in our respective arenas.  With the cattle now 

swarming around out in the open, Wind’s 
emotions were a little more than the laissez faire 
attitude she had exhibited about the cows prior to 
lunch. I felt I could better help my mare from the 
ground so I didn’t mount up right away.  I was 
right! 

Finding ourselves surrounded by cattle, I quickly  
discovered that my mare is actually quite 
“cowy.”  I would have never thought she would 
willingly go near them, much less that her 



ambition was to rush in and bite them! It was exhilarating to see and also a little unnerving as my mare 
would charge toward the cattle with little regard for my opinion in the matter.

Gerrie encouraged me to do the same exercises around the cattle from the ground as what the mounted 
riders were doing. Following her advice worked beautifully in boosting my mares confidence and 
helped me gain better control over Wind’s new found impulsion toward cattle.  We were able to help 
settle the herd and I was even able to guide her right through the center of the colorful maze of 
bovines!
 
After fine tuning our communication around the cows 
from the ground, I mounted up and we had a blast!  
Wind had some trouble remaining emotionally collected 
and calm while moving in and out of the herd, but 
overall she took to the cattle far better than I had 
expected! We ended up doing some crazy cutting type 
moves and to my amazement (and pleasure!) I was able 
to ride everything she gave me - when she zigged left, so 
did I, when she zagged right, I went with her.  An 
incredibly fun experience!  

That evening we enjoyed a wonderful dinner which 
included a planning session with our teams to figure out our cow moving strategy for the next day, a 
feat that would be more challenging outside the confines of the indoor arena.  I went to bed feeling 
contentedly full and with high anticipation for the fun day ahead.

 The weekend as a whole was wet and overcast and the next morning was no exception. But despite 
everyone being damp and chilly, the energy was sky high with excitement to begin our cattle drive 
competition.  The respective teams met and went over some final details for the drive.  Prior to 
collecting the cows, we worked on some maneuvers, under Jeff and Gerrie’s tutelage, to help negotiate 
the varied terrain.  Then it was time to gather up some cows.

We found the cattle scattered in the gully amongst the trees and started to drive them, all the while 
trying to cut out our teams 10 cows.  Amidst my elation to be riding my equine companion across this 
incredible terrain, reality hit. “This collecting cattle in the rain is harder than I had thought,” I mused to 
myself, sitting atop a horse that was getting increasingly revved up.  I have been a student of 
horsemanship long enough to know that there is a great deal of wisdom in recognizing when to get off, 
so back to the ground I went to practice my partnership.  Wind and I worked from the ground until she 
was able to demonstrate enough emotional responsibility around the cows that I felt it was safe to 
remount. 

When I got back on, I realized how soaked I really was as it had been raining at a steady rate most of 
the day.  Even my tried and true saddle was sopping wet!  Our whole team (horses and humans alike) 
were drenched and we were significantly behind the other team when we drove our herd into the final 
checkpoint. Although we resembled wet, mangy livestock ourselves, we had done it!  We worked as a 



team, supported each other, honored our equine partners and successfully drove our herd to the 
various check points!  

While part of my weekend was spent practicing my horsemanship from the ground, I never felt like I 
was failing. Although the terrain and presence of the cattle brought new challenges, the environment 
was supportive and allowed me to honor where my mare and I could work safely and successfully. 
By staying true to our comfort level and abilities throughout the weekend, not only did we have a 
terrific amount of fun, but Wind and I played a big role in moving the cattle. I was overjoyed to see 
my delicate, paint, mare really start to think about and engage in the work!  

What a great introduction the Barnes Ranch weekend was to cattle work.  This clinic far exceeded my 
expectations and I came away feeling very successful, knowing that I had honored the relationship 
between myself and my horse, while working just far enough outside my comfort zone to enjoy 
growth in my horsemanship.  I am looking forward to next years event already!  



Murphy is a 10 year old, 15.0 H, grade paint gelding we 
raised from birth.  My son quit riding, so Murphy needs a 

new home. He is green broke and has been ridden on trails 
and in arenas. He loads and is good with farrier and vet.  
UTD on shots, worming, sheath and teeth.  Feet trimmed 
regularly.  Goes English or Western.  Murphy will make a 
good 4-H project, but he is NOT a beginner's horse! He 

needs intermediate/advanced rider. My priority is finding right 
person for Murphy, so price is negotiable to approved home. 
Please email Margaret for more info zanctank7@msn.com.

~ Horses Looking for Homes ~

I’ve found my home!

The adorable Appy mare, Snickers has found herself 
a loving human and a new horse friend ta boot! 

Congratulations to Leona and Luna of Longmont, CO 
on their new partnership with the fabulous Snickers!

Your Perfect Partner is Waiting for you at . . .  
Colorado Horse Rescue

mailto:zanctank7@msn.com
mailto:zanctank7@msn.com
http://mountainrosetraining.com/store/substorelistall.php?t=horses
http://mountainrosetraining.com/store/substorelistall.php?t=horses


Horseman means half horse, half man. If we are to become horseman, we must learn to think and 
act like a horse and thinking like a horse embodies two key areas: 1) an understanding of each and 
every horse’s unique personality, nature and temperament; 2) having an empathetic sensitivity to 

how a horse perceives their environment as a prey animal. I like to refer to these skill sets as: feeling 
of our horse (how are they in that given moment) and for our horse (having a deep heart that is 
both compassionate and empathetic towards their needs in that moment). And, when our horse 

“feels” the intention of our heart we will eventually feel together, as one. 

- Caroline Rider

A Tribute to Cody

The best ranch dog ever!

Devoted

Faithful

Exuberant

Abounding Joy

Fabulous Ears
Oodles

Patient

Unwavering



Are you tired of feeling disconnected?

Would you like to access a deeper sense of harmony with yourself and your horse?

Are you ready to step into your next level of understanding in relationships?

This program offers a unique blend of horsemanship, experiential learning, and animal communication 

to expand your horizons. You will:
• Learn new tools to manage your energy and ignite your potential.
• Engage the congruent partner within that your horse desires.
• Learn processes to help your horse and yourself remove blocks.
• Experience ways to create unity and harmony with others.
• Revel in the healing energy between horses and humans.

Join us for an evening demonstration or a two-day program. For anyone who loves horses! 

Horses are provided or you may bring your own, all work is on the ground.

Emily Johnson considers herself a lifetime student of the!horse, believing there is no end to the 

learning process or to the expansive wisdom that the horse has to offer. Her comprehensive teaching 

curriculum, Wholeness Through Horsemanship, educates people and horses alike in the ways of 

partnership. Emily’s training methods utilize a direct approach the horse naturally understands 

which is combined!with her keen awareness and empathetic understanding of the human learner's 

process. Her instruction reflects her passion for equipping both horses and humans for success on 

their journey toward individual wholeness and ultimate partnership. 

www.mountainrosetraining.com

Diane Caldwell has worked as a Clairvoyant Reader and Teacher for over 25 years.! Diane’s 

intention is to guide her horse and human clients to!a deeper understanding of themselves and each 

other.!!Her insights bring understanding to the challenges we face individually and in partnership.! 

She teaches horse and human how to consciously work with their energies to support the path of 

healing.  Diane’s work as an Equine Communicator encourages an open conversation where everyone 

can get their questions answered, creating a space for connection in balanced, trusting partnership.! 

www.dianecaldwell.com

Kathy Pike is the author of Pathways to a Radiant Life:  A Journey of Growth and Discovery with 

the Chakras and Hope …from the Heart of Horses: How Horses Teach Us About Presence, 

Strength, and Awareness. Kathy is also the founder and contributing author of the book series Horse 

as Teacher.  Kathy travels internationally to teach Equine Facilitated Learning programs with 

strong emphasis on mind, body and spiritual integration.! Originally an art major Kathy also offers a 

diverse background including massage therapy, polarity therapy, PSYCH-K, and life coaching.! 

www.coachingwithhorses.com

Join us on the journey toward wholeness through the eye of the horse!

Friday Evening Gathering: July 23, 6:30-8:00pm, $20 at the door
Weekend Program: July 24 - 25th, Saturday 10 - 5;  Sunday 10 – 3, Tuition $350  
Located at Colorado Horse Rescue, 10386 N 65th St. Longmont, CO.  Portion of 
proceeds benefit Colorado Horse Rescue.  
Contact Stacey Couch at 720-494-1414 x 2202 or scouch@chr.org to register.  

Limited space, early registration is recommended.



Register at LarimerHorseman.org 
Participant: 

LCHA Members $20 per session; non-members $25 per session
Auditor: 

$20 for full day 
 

30% of proceeds support LCHA 
Participants must register in advance; auditors may pay at the event. 

Register by August 11th for early bird rates listed above. 

- Fall Clinic -
August 28, 2010 

Circle Back Farm
Loveland, CO
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Let your horsemanship soar 
with a line-up of top notch clinicians!

! ! Mike Brashear ! Colt Starting for the Trail/Ranch Horse Part 1
! ! ! ! ! Colt Starting for the Trail/Ranch Horse Part 2

! ! Sean Davies ! Foundational Groundwork 
! ! ! ! ! Transferring Groundwork to Saddle 

! ! Emily Johnson ! Trailer Loading Part 1: Preparation
! ! ! ! ! Trailer Loading Part 2: Execution

! ! Kristin Schuett ! Lighter Cues for a Balanced Ride 
! ! ! ! ! Intro to Jumping on the Trail

! ! Debbie Garfield! Identifying Your Gaited Horse’s Gaits
! ! ! ! ! Correcting Your Gaited Horse’s Gaits



The  Trusting  Partners  Trail  Challenge  is  a  
unique  way  to  have  fun  and  test  your                              
communication  with  your  horse     

Entry  Fee  $35  per  Horse/Rider  Combination                                                                            
(if  registered  by  July  12th.    $45  after  July  12th  up  to  start  of  Challenge)    

The  Trail  Challenge  is  about  the  skill  and  relationship  of  the    horse  and  
rider  as  a  team.  It  is  not  about  force  or  speed.    We  will  offer  3  levels  of  
difficulty  on  the    Trail  Obstacle  Course  at  8th  Heaven  Farms.    Prizes  will  
be  given  and  a  complimentary  Bar-B-Que  will  be  held  at  the  end  of  

the  day  for  all  participants.  

For  More  information  visit  our  website    
www.8thHeavenHorses.com  or  Call  303-688-5727  

1st  Annual                                                                                                                      
Trusting  Partners  Trail  Challenge  

July  17,  2010                                                                                                                        
at  8th  Heaven  Farms  



Eitan Beth-Halachmy of Cowboy Dressage Horsemanship Clinic
July 16, 17, 18 2010

Sunrise Morgans 
11875 Delbert Road

Parker, Colorado  80138
edibella@aol.com

303-841-5210 Fax:303-841-5335

Class lesson: Friday, Saturday, Sunday mornings from 9AM to 11:30AM
This format is perfect for a horse and rider combination who like to watch and learn and as well as 
ride.  There is something special about working with other horses and riders; this format has been 

very successful at other clinics.  Three days of morning class lessons---$300

Private & Semi-Private lesson: Friday, Saturday and Sunday afternoons starting at 
1PM

 Private Lesson---$100
 Semi-Private---$75 per horse/rider---$150 total 

We welcome auditors and suggest that you bring your own chair.  The fee is $25 per day for 
both morning and afternoon sessions.  If you are enrolled in any class, private or semi-

private lesson, you are welcome to audit all three days at no charge.

Eitan Beth-Halachmy
“I feel in my life I have had the best of both worlds. My early education in horsemanship was of 
the classical nature. Lots of discipline and dressage taught by a Hungarian Cavalry Officer. He 

was strict but a horseman of the highest caliber. He was one of the big influences in my life and 
the other was the American Cowboy.

As a young boy in Israel, the first time I saw a western on the silver screen I knew where I had 
to go and what I wanted to be. It has been a long journey full of adventure, triumphs and yes, 

setbacks. Throughout it there have always been horses.

It is my goal to teach and share with others what my horses have taught me about life and about 
being a horseman.”

 

http://cowboydressage.com
http://cowboydressage.com
mailto:edibella@aol.com
mailto:edibella@aol.com

